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The second annual Godwin
Game Night to raise awareness
for Cystic Fibrosis was held at
GHS on Mar. 12.
“The goal of Game Night is to
give our student body an opportunity to work together for a good
cause,” said French and Leadership teacher Mindy Guyer.
Last year, Guyer thought
of the idea for her Leadership
class after being approached by
the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation
(CFF) because of the school’s
ties to the disease.
A little over seven years
ago, Lucy Saladino, a Godwin
student, passed away due to
complications of Cystic Fibrosis.
She was an active member of
both the soccer team and the
Eagles’ Eyrie.
“I wanted to create an event
that would welcome all students
and their interests,” said Guyer.
Although Game Night specifically focuses on spreading
awareness and raising money
for the Virginia chapter of the
CFF, this year the Eagle Family
Fund was included.
“We decided this year to add
a second beneficiary – the Eagle
Family Fund – so that we could
have a positive impact directly
here at school,” said Guyer.
Guyer’s Leadership class
of 27 students is in charge of
promoting and creating Game
Night, and many students applied to take Leadership because of Game Night’s impact.
However, Leadership is a
one-year course and is only
offered to rising juniors and
seniors.
Senior Leadership student
Daniela Diaz said, “I chose to
partake in Leadership because
of the experience I had last
year attending Game Night, as
well as the impact the funds we
raised had on the Cystic Fibrosis
Charity.”
Leadership students promoted Game Night earlier in
the year, and more than 260
students registered, as compared to the 200 students that
registered last year.
Students who registered were
required to raise a minimum of
100 dollars for the CFF.
“We [the Leadership class]
encourage students to raise as
much as possible and know of
one student this year who has al-

ready passed her personal goal
of 1,000 dollars,” said Guyer.
Leadership students have
worked since the beginning of
the year by selling over 370 purple bracelets, which are purple
to represent the awareness color
for Cystic Fibrosis.
“The students do this work
and gain so many lifelong skills
along the way from goal setting
to building relationships and
communication,” said Guyer.
Along with selling bracelets,
the Leadership class went to
numerous restaurants to see if
they would sponsor spirit nights
supporting Game Night.
These restaurants included
Chipotle, Gelati Celesti, Panera,
Sweet Frog, Glory Days, Zoës
Kitchen, and Two Guys Pizza.
“We tried to choose places
that were willing to donate a
large percentage of their profit
to us. We are very fortunate that
most of the popular restaurants
in our area are so generous,”
said Diaz.
The Leadership class extended the deadline for students to
turn in their forms and money
for registration to the week
before Game Night, so all students could have a chance to
participate.
The Leadership class did
not work alone on Game Night,
however. There were numerous
teachers and parents who volunteered to help out.
The parent and teacher
volunteers were present at the
different activities and games,
and each game or activity gave
students the chance to win tickets that later could be used to
purchase prizes.
In the auditorium, Physical
Education teacher Mark Brandenburger hosted a live game
show, where students from all
grade levels competed against
each other to win tickets.
The commons consisted of
board games, a human-sized
Jenga, and casino games. The
casino games included horse
racing, roulette, blackjack, and
poker.
The gym had other activities,
including inflatable jousting, inflatable life-sized Hungry Hungry
Hippos, ping pong, corn hole,
tug of war, inflatable obstacle
course, and a video game competition.
Competing with friends
seemed to be one of the most
energetic parts of the event.
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Game Night consisted of numerous games, and all
of the proceeds were donated for good causes.
“I enjoyed corn hole and the
ping pong table because it was
fun competing against friends,”
said sophomore Carter Straub.
Competitions between friends
not only existed at the ping
pong table, but also with the
inflatables.
“My favorite part of the night
was the inflatables. I love racing my friends on the obstacle
course, and even gaining tickets
for winning,” said Diaz.
The Leadership class raised
over 28,000 dollars worth in
prizes for all the activities from
various local businesses around
the Short Pump area to give to
students at Game Night.
“Everyone who attended
Game Night walked in and received a prize bag filled with gift
cards and coupons before they
even began playing to win,” said
Diaz.
The biggest prizes given
away were the 500 dollar senior
portrait sessions, gym memberships, two sets of Beats
headphones, and a flat-screen
television.
Game Night raised 30,000
dollars for CFF and 5,000 dollars

for the Eagle Family Fund, and it
was enjoyable for teachers and
students alike.
Even though it was her first
year attending, junior Isabella
Ronson said, “I feel very proud
to be a part of a school that
could accomplish so much for
such a good cause, and I cannot
wait to attend Game Night next
year.”
Although Game Night is over,
the Leadership class is focusing
on next year’s Game Night and
also on other endeavors.
“We are focused on thanking
all of our sponsors, working on
improvements for next year’s
Game Night, as well as other
aspects of leadership and public
speaking,” said Diaz.
The Leadership class worked
hard all year to create a fun
environment that also helps a
good cause.
“It was a really good experience, and I’m very happy that I
went knowing that I was going to
have fun. It was a good feeling
that it was all for a good cause,
and I know I will enjoy it next
year as well,” said Straub.
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What laws are affecting students?

Ceara Nolan
Staff writer
The Virginia General Assembly began on Jan. 13 and
debated on bills to pass onto
the Senate.
In Virginia, there were hundreds of bills proposed on the
subject of education; ranging
from guns in school to extra-curricular activities.

GUN RIGHTS

An alarming number of bills
that were suggested pertained
to gun rights.
Despite the increasing number of school shootings throughout the country, many right
wing conservatives pulled for
the weapon to be allowed in
schools.
Republican member of the
Virginia House of Delegates
Robert Marshall is a strong supporter of this plan.
Marshall’s latest bill would
allow schools to designate concealed handguns to one or more
qualified persons if they have
a concealed handgun permit.
People eligible for this could
vary from school employees to
volunteers.
Mark Cole, another Republican member of the Virginia
House of Delegates, proposed

a similar bill.
Cole’s bill states that school
board employees who are former law-enforcement officers
may be in possession of a firearm on school grounds.
Both of these bills have yet
to be discussed by the General
Assembly.

TEXTING & DRIVING

Recently, a bill was passed
onto the Senate that would
broaden the law against texting
while driving in Virginia.
House Bill 461 would “prohibit
the operator of a motor vehicle
from reading any information
displayed on the device.”
This expands on the current
law which only prohibits reading
and sending an email or text
message.
The bill also “eliminates the
current exemption from the
prohibition on using a handheld
personal communications device
while operating a motor vehicle
when the vehicle is stopped or
not moving.”

TEBOW BILL

The Tebow Bill, submitted
by Republican delegate Robert
Bell, would allow homeschooled
students to participate in public
school athletics.
Despite being rejected for
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The Virginia General Assembly which started its session on Jan. 13 and proposed
numerous laws that could affect students.
nearly two decades in the Virginia General Assembly, 30 other
states have embraced the bill.
This year, it was passed by
the assembly, but vetoed by
Governor Terry McAuliffe.

through the General Assembly
and the House that addressed
the issue of explicit material in
the classroom.
House Bill 516 forces teachers to provide an alternative option if a book being studied has
sexually explicit material.

“I don’t think it is going to be
as controversial as some people
fear,” said English teacher Chip
Carter.
These laws may not affect all
students, however, the majority
of them will have some impact
on school life.

Godwin theater to perform Seussical
Charlotte Zerbst
J-1 correspondent
Godwin presents a spring musical annually, and this year the
theater department is producing
Seussical.
“This year I wanted to produce Seussical because it is less
classical than Oklahoma, which
we showed last year. I wanted
something colorful and obscure,
so Seussical seemed like the
perfect choice,” said chorus
teacher David Clatterbuck.
Seussical is a light-hearted
musical, weaving together Dr.
Seuss’ most beloved stories,
such as Horton Hears a Who,
Horton Hatches the Egg, and
Miss Gertrude McFuzz.
A few main characters include
The Cat in The Hat, played by
junior Michael Whitty; Horton the
Elephant, played by senior Adam
Compton; and JoJo, played by
freshman Brittany Alley.
“I’m excited to get to work
with such a great cast for a great
show, which is my last one at
Godwin,” said Compton.
The musical follows Horton’s
adventures, narrated by The Cat
in The Hat, as he discovers a
speck of dust containing a tiny
world called Whoville. In this
world, he becomes friends with
a young girl named JoJo.
Once Horton finds JoJo, he
makes it his life goal to protect her, along with the rest of
Whoville, no matter what. This
causes some of Horton’s jungle
companions to think he is crazy
and shows Horton who his true

EXPLICIT MATERIAL

Recently, a bill was passed

Presents

“Making  College  Affordable”
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The annual spring musical, Seussical, will begin showing
on May 5 until May 7 at 7:30 pm.
friends are.
“I’m really looking forward to
playing JoJo and acting like a kid
again!” said Alley.
Seussical pulls together elements of love, friendship, and
trust, combining them in to one
whimsical musical.
“Why not come see a show

with your classmates running
around the stage in such a fun
musical?” said Whitty.
The show runs from May 5 to
May 7 at 7:30 p.m. in the Godwin
auditorium. Tickets will be available beginning May 2 for eight
dollars in advance or ten dollars
at the door.

A FREE Workshop
Sponsored by The Twin Hickory Library
Monday, May 2nd
7-8:30 p.m.

Get Tips on How to Maximize Your Financial Aid,
Finding & Winning Scholarships and Much More!
To sign up, contact
The Twin Hickory Library
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Students come together to strike out cancer
Dalia Jimenez
J-1 correspondent

On Mar. 1, the start of Colorectal Cancer Awareness
month, Godwin bowling teams
competed against the Freeman
Rebels to help raise money for
the disease.
This type of cancer, commonly called colon cancer, can strike
anyone. There is a 50 percent
risk of both men and women
developing it. This risk is higher
for those with a family history of
colon cancer.
Hitting Cancer Below the Belt
(HCB2) founder Melinda Conkin,
was inspired to create this organization in 2011 after her husband passed away from colon
cancer. She wanted to make
sure all families were aware of
how serious this disease is and
how to prevent it.
“It is important to watch what
you eat and look into your family
history,” said Conkin.
Conkin also emphasized the
importance of early detection.
“It is also a good idea to talk
to your family about getting an
at-home screening called Fecal
Immunochemical Tests (FIT)
if you are experiencing any
symptoms related to this type of
cancer because you could have
it,” said Conkin.
Since the age diagnosis has
changed from 40-60 to 20-34,

Conkin wanted to give all the information that a patient or someone who thinks they could have
this disease might need. She
also hosts many other events to
raise money for research.
At the event, there were
many students in attendance
as well as faculty and staff from
both schools. Almost every lane
was full with teams of five, some
even wearing costumes and
custom-made t-shirts.
“It’s so awesome to see this
many people here for a good
cause. It’s pretty fantastic,” said
SCA member Jessie Crockett,
who helped coordinate the
event.
“I love to bowl and I like to
help people so it’s a great event.
Plus we get to beat Freeman
which is awesome,” said freshman Mark Buisson.
There was an abundance of
team names that doubled as
puns, like, “Split Happens” and
“I Can’t Believe it’s not Gutter.”
During the fundraiser, students from both schools had the
opportunity to enter their names
in a raffle to win prizes like gift
cards and candy announced
throughout the competition.
HCB2 wanted to reward the
students for their willingness to
participate.
After all the money was
counted and the points tallied
up, Godwin faculty handled the
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English teacher Kent Slonaker preparing to bowl at the SCA Bowling event on Mar. 1
against former Godwin Administrator Mike Massa.
loss of the donation race with
good humor, even after they
were given t-shirts, courtesy of
Freeman, with the words “Freeman Faculty” written on them.
Freeman High School raised
a little over 2,000 dollars while
Godwin raised a total of about
1,900 dollars.
There was still good news for
the Eagles. They pulled through

sports-wise and crushed the
Rebels in the actual competition,
taking home the trophy.
The recognitions did not stop
there; the foundation also handed out awards in different categories. The Godwin boys’ team,
“Glory Bowl”, won best team
uniform with their custom-made
t-shirts. The Pep club, also from
Godwin won the award for the

lowest score and received free
bowling passes to work on their
skills.
“Bowling is a fun way to strike
out cancer and I really enjoyed
the event since it’s for such
an important foundation,” said
freshman Betty Judah.
To find out more about Colon
Cancer and the fight to stop it,
visit http://hcb2.org/.

Students and staff bring their best to Variety Show
Cassidy Vaughan
News editor
Godwin’s annual Variety
Show was held on Feb. 26 and
consisted of numerous students
exhibiting their talents.
Auditions were held in the
auditorium on Feb. 10 and 11 in
order to choose the participants
of the show.
The Variety Show is sponsored by Godwin’s junior Student Council Association and
English teacher Kent Slonaker.
Junior SCA members include
Madison Bradley, Wesley Duggar, Meredith Elliot, Hailey King,
and Isabelle Clyde.
Helping the junior SCA officers host the show were juniors
John Magee and Mitchell Ashe.
Each of the hosts acted as one
of the “Seven Dwarves” as they
introduced upcoming acts.
Each grade level had some
of its members chosen to participate in the event.
In addition to the main performances, those from the sophomore, senior, and freshman
classes created skits that were
performed throughout the show.
There were numerous types
of performances, ranging from
a magician to a violinist.
Physics teacher Allie Firebaugh said, “I liked all the different styles of performances.”
Senior performers included
singers Owen Hicks, Sarah
Stoyanoff with Pate Bruner on

piano, and Emily Yacoub with
Brendan Wight on piano.
Junior performers included singers Ellie Mikawa with
Michael Witty on piano, Erica
Glines accompanied by Whitty
on the piano.
Sophomore performers included singers Sarah Welch with
Hannah Welch on piano, Alysse
Stephens, Shaandro Sakar on
harmonium, and duet Gracie
Parrish and Coleman Bailey.
Finally, freshman performers
included singer Anika Chowndry,
Ying Yuan on guitar, magician
Davis West, violinist Liam Riley,
and duet Sarah Welch and Hannah Welch.
Math teacher Todd Phillips
and English teacher Steve Wozny also performed a duet.
Several groups performed in
the show. Student band Probably Canadian, a teacher band
comprised of English teachers
Steve Wozny and Catherine
Cooper and board substitute
Abhi Pandurangi, in addition to
a student band, Six Degrees
of Freedom, led by Math and
Science Center Director Todd
Phillips.
Acapella group Eagletonix,
dance group the Wherever
Crew, the Beauty Shop Quartet
and Pep Band also performed
in the show.
The audience undoubtedly
enjoyed the Variety Show performances as they were met with
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The band, Six Degrees of Freedom, led by Math and Science Center Director Todd
Phillips accompanied by seniors Sarah Stoyanoff and Adam Miller on guitar and drums
respectively (l to r).
resounding applause.
Senior Tegan Cannon said, “I
thought it was really interesting
to see all the different kinds of
performances and talents that

people have.”
The final portion of the show
included a slideshow tribute to
the seniors who performed and
the hosts congratulating those

performers in this year’s graduating class.
The show wrapped up with
a final acknowledgement of the
performing acts.

Holocaust survivors
visit GHS: see story at
godwineagles.org
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Seniors commit and sign for college athletics

Kevin Richeson
Sports editor
In the past few months, four
more seniors have committed to
a college to be student-athletes.
On Sept. 26, 2015, Morgan
Fuqua committed to Shenandoah for tennis.
Fuqua had several offers
from other schools to play in
college, however she chose
Shenandoah due to its health
and physical therapy program,
and its Division III tennis program.
“I decided to commit to
Shenandoah University because
it is a school that perfectly and
cohesively ties together two
major passions of my life: tennis and science/medicine,” said
Fuqua.
Fuqua believes that she can
make a significant impact on the
Shenandoah tennis program
during her four years at the
school.
Fuqua began playing tennis
during eighth grade, and has
balanced a rigorous practice
schedule with other extracurricular activities. Fuqua is also an
honor roll student who has excelled in the classroom throughout high school.
Girls varsity tennis coach
Mark Seidenberg said, “Morgan
is one of the hardest working
and most dedicated tennis players we have in our program. She
will flourish academically and
athletically at Shenandoah. They
got a player who should step into
their line-up early and have a
very successful four years.”
In October, boys lacrosse
player Jake Jones committed
to Randolph-Macon College to
continue his athletic career.
Jones had over a dozen offers to play in college including
Virginia Wesleyan College and
Hampden-Sydney College, but
he chose Randolph-Macon due
to the school atmosphere and
the welcoming coaching staff.
Jones also began playing lacrosse in eighth grade. He has a
demanding practice and workout
schedule throughout the year.
He plays for Godwin during the
spring and for two travel teams
in the summer and fall.
Furthermore, he gives back

to the community by coaching
a youth travel team over the
summer.
Jones has always wanted
to play in college, however he
had to carefully consider the demands of being a student-athlete
before making his decision.
“Knowing that my studies
would have to be first priority,
and I have to make time for six
to seven days a week during the
season for my sport, it was much
more difficult picking if I actually
wanted to play,” said Jones.
However, Jones believes that
he fits in well at Randolph-Macon and will be a successful
student-athlete at the school.
Boys varsity lacrosse coach
Zach Webb said, “Jake has
great athleticism coupled with
a deep understanding of the
game. His physicality as an onball defender and high lacrosse
IQ in off-ball situations takes
his game to the next level. I
expect his growth and success
to continue at Randolph-Macon
College as a student-athlete, as
a leader and as a young man.”
On Jan. 25, girls basketball
player Megan Sherman committed to play basketball for Virginia
Wesleyan.
Sherman had four offers to
play in college. In addition to
Virginia Wesleyan, she also was
pursued by Randolph College,
Guilford College, and Christopher Newport University.
She chose Virginia Wesleyan due to the friendly and
knowledgeable coaching staff
as well as the overall school
environment.
Sherman began her basketball career in second grade
when she started to play in the
YMCA league.
Since this time, she has participated in both AAU and high
school basketball. Her commitment to the sport is year-round,
between playing for Godwin,
AAU tournaments, and offseason workouts.
“I have always known I wanted to play college basketball,”
said Sherman.
She has been able to achieve
this goal through her dedication
to the game.
Girls varsity basketball coach

Jim Bettis said, “The fact that
Megan is going to continue playing basketball at the collegiate
level speaks volumes about
what she accomplished during
her high school career. I only
wish I could work with her one
more year.
Players such as Megan who
are willing to work hard everyday in practice, who lead by
example, who play the game
unselfishly, are a joy to work
with. Simply because of her
love and passion for the game
of basketball, and her desire
to become the best basketball
player she can. I already know
she will be successful at Virginia
Wesleyan.”
Even more recently, girls soccer player Taylor Guy committed
to Radford University on Jan. 29.
She had two other offers to
play in college from Delaware
State University and Florida
Southern College, however
Guy ultimately decided to attend
Radford.
“I decided to go to Radford,
because I went on a campus
visit and loved it,” said Guy.
Guy started playing soccer
at a young age, and has been
playing for thirteen years.
Currently, Guy plays club
soccer in addition to playing for
Godwin. She has club practice
three times a week and games
or practice on Saturdays. On
off days, she works out. During
the spring, Guy practices or has
games five days a week with
Godwin.
Guy considers soccer to be

a major part of her life and has
always wanted to play in college,
which she has achieved through
her dedication to the sport.
Girls varsity soccer coach Ali
Toole said, “Taylor is a talented
attacking player and has an
intense passion for the game.
I could see Taylor continue her
success on the field as a forward
or even a defender for Radford.
Radford has gotten a very competitive player and exceptional
person in their program.”
These four athletes, in addition to other seniors who had
already committed, were given
the opportunity to attend National Signing Day at Godwin
on Feb. 3.
Seven athletes attended this
event. Jones, Sherman, and
Guy were present, in addition
to Conor Nolan, who will attend
Princeton University for baseball, Claire Franks, who will attend the University of Tennessee
for soccer, Mackenzie Brewer,
who will attend the University of
Mary Washington for volleyball,
and Ben Ahrens, who will attend
the University of Mary Washington for soccer.
Fuqua and Bryn Gvozdas will
attend the College of William &
Mary for swimming, however
they were unable to attend National Signing Day.
Activities Director Thomas
Nadeau said, “I’m excited to
have had seven athletes sign
their commitment to continue
their athletic career at the collegiate level. To be able to be
recognized in front of parents,

friends and teammates make
their sacrifices worth it.”
At the event, the seven seniors sat at a table and Nadeau
read a brief list of achievements
for each athlete.
After this, each athlete signed
their National Letter of Intent to
officially agree to attend their
schools as student-athletes.
“It was a great experience to
have a bunch of friends, coaches, and teammates out there to
support you. It was extremely
satisfying to be representing
Godwin baseball up there, it’s
something I’ve been hoping to
do since freshman year,” said
Nolan.
National Signing Day is a
major event in representing
the achievements of these student-athletes and a turning point
in these athlete’s lives.
“Even though I knew where
I was going to be going a little
while ago, to finally sign and
finish the long process of committing, it was just so nice to
have that closure and fully start
to prepare for the next level!”
said Franks.
The attending athletes
agreed that Godwin did a good
job of hosting the event and
recognizing the achievements
of each athlete.
“Godwin did an awesome job
making the experience memorable for us athletes! I really liked
how they gave all of us our own
signs with our colleges and read
a few of our best accomplishments!” said Brewer.
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Senior weightlifter sets state record
John Dudley
J-1 correspondent
On Feb. 6, senior Dom Chhim
competed in the Southside Regional 100 Percent Raw Powerlifting competition and broke the
state record for powerlifting.
Chhim has not always been
the big, strong guy that all of his
peers see him as.
“I was the ‘skinny’ and ‘little’
kid of the group, which always
bothered me,” said Chhim.
He began his career as a
body builder when he was a
sophomore, weighing in at a light
113 pounds.
However, the desire to become a bigger and stronger
person was not the only factor
that drove him to become a body
builder.
“I was fascinated in the body
builders in the magazines. I was
fascinated while others were
disgusted,” Chhimm said.
After lifting and training for
two and a half years, Chhim
broke a state record in weight
lifting.
In order to prepare for the big
meet, Chhim got ready for it like
he would for any meet.

“Prepping for the meet wasn’t
all too difficult,” said Chhim.
He was given three months
in order to prepare for the meet,
and made sure to hit the gym
every day he could for it.
“I had a program given to me
and I just stuck to it every day in
the gym,” said Chhim.
Chhim had to stay within the
correct weight for his weight
class, as well.
“Making weight wasn’t difficult
because I stayed under that
weight [165 pounds] throughout those three months,” said
Chhim.
After three months’ worth of
hard work in the gym, the time
finally came for him to compete
in the meet.
At the meet, Chhim competed
in the 165 pound weight class,
however he weighed in at 159
pounds.
The 159 pound senior was
able to deadlift 437 pounds, the
new state record. Also, he competed in the squat and bench
competitions, where he benched
230 pounds and squatted 330
pounds.
Chhim surpassed the previous record by .5 pounds. Al-

though he broke the record, he
was not completely happy with
his results.
“Breaking the state record
isn’t as satisfying as I would
have imagined. Considering I
only broke the state record by
.5 pounds, it doesn’t make me
happy at all, but I think it’s just in
my nature. I always want more
and more, so just having a state
record doesn’t impress me,” said

Chhim.
Despite breaking the state
record, Chhim has set the bar
even higher by hoping to accomplish a few other goals.
“My goals ahead are to
become an Elite 165 Pounds
Raw and to continue to break
more records. I will continue to
powerlift because it is a passion
I’ve found that I love doing,” said
Chhim.

Chhim loves powerlifting for
two main reasons.
“I do powerlifting because it
is fun. Picking up heavy weight
makes me feel powerful. As
well, I love the powerlifting community because everyone is so
humble and it’s such a supportive group. Nobody judges each
other,” said Chhim.

photo courtesy Dom Chhim

Chhim lifts the bar on the way to a state record during a weightlifting competition.

GHS spring sports season kicks off

photo courtesy http://schools.henrico.k12.va.us/godwin/

From left to right seniors Ahrens, Sherman, Brewer, Nolan, Jones, Franks, and Guy sign
their national letters of intent to play in college.

Exceptional Education students compete in all-star basketball game
photos courtesy Trent Holt and Sean Moeller

photos courtesy Kevin Crockett

Find full Spring Sports Previews at godwineagles.org
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Name: Mitchell Ashe
Grade: Junior
Pet: Chinchilla
Name of Pet: Cashew
Had it for: Six years
Other: “He bites me with love.”

Name: Olivia Carey
Grade: Junior
Pet: Albino rats
Name of Pet: Angus & Mario
Had it for: About a month and a half
Other: “I named them after two of my favorite doctors on the
show Code Black.”
page comiled by Margaretta Sackor and Jordan Payne
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Eagles with Exotic Pets

Name: Olivia Joyner
Grade: Junior
Pet: Hedgehog
Name of Pet: Bruno
Had it for: Three years
Other: “He does have only one eye, which is cool.”

Name: Gigi Justis
Grade: Senior
Pet: Australian White’s Treefrog
Name of Pet: Froakie
Had it for: A year and a half
Other: “He croaks at loud noises and he wakes me up every
morning.”
photo courtesy pet owners
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Name: Camden Rosenfelder
Grade: Junior
Pet: Costa Rican Zebra Tarantula
Name of Pet: Marty
Had it for: About a month
Other: “Marty is a cute little guy. He has a VERY docile
nature”

Name: Brooke Patterson
Grade: Senior
Pet: Leopard spotted geckos
Name of Pet: Chloe and Sandy
Had it for: Chloe, nine months and Sandy, four months
Other: “If they feel threatened they can detactch their tails
and regrow one.”
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Theater: Life behind the scenes
Olivia Carey
Assistant editor-in-chief
Behind every single production at Godwin are two groups
of people who dedicate hours
of their time to making sure that
concerts, plays, and musicals
go on without a hitch: crew and
tech.
Without them, the fall play,
Mr. Mills Godwin, the annual
boys’ pageant that takes place
to benefit the Make-A-Wish
Foundation, the Variety Show,
the spring musical, and a number of other, smaller productions
wouldn’t be possible.
Crew members work literally
behind the scenes, keeping
backstage organized and on
schedule. Crew sets up prop
tables, keeps actors ready to go
on, and helps create and move
pieces of set.
Life behind the scenes can
get quite hectic, according to
junior Divya Atluri. Both tech and
crew rely on each other.
“Without [tech], the backstage
would be even more chaotic
than it already is. For example,
we have nearly lost both [microphones] during Mr. MG, but
thanks to our crew and leads,
we were able to find them for the
next performance,” said Atluri.
Atluri started working as a stage

manager this year for Mr. MG.
Fellow stage manager senior
Nadira Abdullin said, “People
may sometimes underestimate
how much goes on behind-thescenes: the preparations, the
last-minute details, the frenzy of
trying to find the right props or
opening and closing the curtain
on time, etc.
I personally never understood
it, but when I volunteered to
help with the Variety Show, I
learned so much of what goes
on backstage. The actors learn
their lines and are the ones on
stage, but the backstage crew
are the ones who actually make
the performance happen.”
Abdullin helped with the
Virginia High School League
Thespians Conference before
she was asked to work as a
stage manager for the Variety
Show, which raised money for
the prom.
On the other hand, tech
members spend the majority of
their time in the booth working
through the light and sound
boards to create ambiance and
provide essential sound effects
and tracks. When “techies” are
not in the booth, they’re scaling
the ladder to plug in LED lights,
up working in the catwalk, or
operating spotlights.

The time commitment it takes
to pull a show together can rival
that of most sports. During the
weeks leading up to a production, crew and tech members
often stay after school until anywhere from 6:00 p.m. to 11:00
p.m. practicing and tweaking
different aspects of the performance. Plays and musicals
typically demand more time than
other shows.
This year, tech is undergoing
a shift in leadership. Junior and
Highland Springs pre-engineering student Amy Ariel will be
graduating in August to attend
Virginia Commonwealth University for lighting design.
Ariel discovered an interest
in tech the summer before her
freshman year after watching
behind-the-scenes videos from
Peter Jackson’s Middle Earth
trilogies, which include The Hobbit and The Lord of the Rings.
That summer she delved into the
underbelly of the acting world,
building sets for productions like
Pride and Prejudice and The Big
Talent through the School of the
Performing Arts in the Richmond
Community.
The next year, as a freshman,
she helped with Our Town, her
first Godwin production. Shortly
after, Ariel worked her way up

Despite Richmond’s nickname, “River City,” the murky
waters of the James do not
provide much depth for scuba
diving.
However, Godwin junior Katie Johnson has been able to
overcome central Virginia’s lack
of oceans to participate in the
hobby she loves.
Johnson started diving at age
12 when her family went on a trip
to Cancun, Mexico. What was
originally just a fun dive turned
into six years of scuba diving.
“I loved diving when I first
started and it kind of just grew
from there,” said Johnson.
Johnson trains with a company called Seahorse Scuba on
Midlothian Turnpike, where they

provide courses to help improve
their students’ diving. Currently,
Johnson is working towards her
Master Diver certification.
Many of her dives take place
in the summer because of
the cold of the fall and winter
months. When not in the water,
Johnson keeps busy with work
for the Society for the Prevention
of Cruelty to Animals and playing
for the varsity girl’s field hockey
team.
However, scuba diving is her
passion.
“I always really liked the water,” said Johnson. “I was always
interested by it.”
That interest has provided
Johnson with an opportunity to
go to Fiji this summer where
she will be tagging baby sharks
along with building homes for the

Island’s inhabitants.
Johnson has worked with
sharks before. She participated
in shark feeding dives in the Bahamas and viewed Sand Tiger
sharks off the coast of North
Carolina.
“It was kind of creepy because they come up behind you
and bump into you. But I’ve always been interested by sharks
because they are endangered,
and I don’t find them scary,” said
Johnson.
Johnson hopes to continue
nursing her interest in sharks
and the ocean by studying biology and later getting a master’s
degree in marine biology.
“Because I find this sport so
interesting, I want to continue
it as a pastime,” Johnson said.
As for Fiji, Johnson is both

Trent Holt
Staff writer
While most Godwin students
were in the comfort of their
homes to watch the Denver
Broncos and Carolina Panthers
go head to head for Super Bowl
50 on Feb. 7, senior Pryce Keeney was in attendance at Levi
Stadium in Santa Clara, CA to
watch the game.
For about a month before the
game, Keeney and his father,
Kanyon Keeney, had been planning on going to see the game.
Early Saturday morning, a
day before the game, Keeney
and his father got on a plane
at the Richmond International

Airport and headed to California.
After arriving in Santa Clara,
they stayed at a Marriot Hotel
only a few miles from the stadium.
The next day Keeney and his
father traveled most of the day
and walked through the streets.
They stopped outside of an Alicia Keys concert and watched
her come out. After walking
through the city they went to the
stadium ready for the game.
Keeney and his father sat
on the side of the Panthers end
zone.
“It was so cool to see everything happen in person.
The players running out of the

tunnels, the coin toss, kick off. It
was sweet,” said Keeney.
Keeney wasn’t cheering for
either of the teams because he’s
actually a Washington Redskins
fan.
“Even though I wasn’t really
cheering for a specific team it
was still amazing to see the
Super Bowl in person,” said
Keeney.
Regarding the atmosphere
Keeney said, “The fans were
crazy. There were at least twice
as many Broncos fans.”
At the annual Super Bowl
halftime show, Coldplay, Beyoncé, and Bruno Mars performed.
“The halftime show was cra-

to the booth, where she worked
on the lighting for Little Shop of
Horrors.
Ariel has worked numerous
shows in her time, but she has a
special place in her heart for one
production in particular.
“I’d have to say The Wiz,
which I did over the summer this
year for Knights Under the Lights
as part of their summer program
to expose kids to theatre. It was
great to see the kids’ faces light
up as they experienced their first
standing ovation,” said Ariel.
In Ariel’s place, sophomore
Ryan Potter will head tech,
becoming the liaison between
Godwin’s “techies” and anyone
who needs lights and/or sound.
Potter first began working
tech as a freshman on In-Laws,
Outlaws, and Other People, but
his favorite production thus far is
Oklahoma because “the music,
cast, and crew were great.”
He looks forward to working
on the lights for the upcoming
musical, Seussical.
Both crew and tech members
can earn community service for
their contributions to Godwin,
and they are always looking for
people to help out with shows.
Most of the current students who
participate are juniors and will be
leaving in a year or so.

photo Kevin Crockett

Junior technician Olivia
Carey in the sound booth.

“We need more people to
help out with tech and crew; prior
knowledge is preferred, but not
required,” said Potter.
Theater is more than just entertainment; it’s a collaboration
between groups of people with
different skill sets who pull together to create a performance.
“Anyone who has been to a
concert or drama has seen the
result of a unique collaboration
between artists. The performers, designers, and technicians
each bring something to the
final product, which turns out to
be what connects them with the
audience,” said Amy Ariel.

An eagle swims among sharks
Emma Ford
J-1 correspondent

photo courtesy Katie Johnson

Johnson diving with sharks in Nassau, Bahamas during
the summer.
excited to partake in her community service activities along with
immerse herself into the culture
and customs of the island.
“Along with the dives, we will
also be meeting with schools
and doing other community
work,” says Johnson.
Johnson hopes to get another

opportunity like Fiji in the future
along with more opportunities to
work with sharks.
“What I love most about
sharks is that when you get into
the water, you’re in their element. I kind of like that idea, being immersed where they are the
bigger creature,” said Johnson.

zy, seeing the stage and everything set up within just a couple
minutes after the second quarter
ended. It was really interesting
how the fans held up different
colors of plastic when they made
the announcement to make a giant wave of color in the stands. It
was sweet even though I’m not a
big fan or anything they sounded
good,” said Keeney.
“The only bad part of the
whole experience was spending
13 dollars for chicken tenders
that came with two pieces of
chicken,” said Keeney.
Keeney left Levi Stadium
after the post-game speeches
and on Monday morning left

California for Virgnia.
“It was one of the greatest
experiences of my life,” said
Keeney.

GHS senior attends Super Bowl 50

photo courtesy Pryce Keeney

Keeney and his father at
Super Bowl 50.
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Students explore particle physics
Charlotte Spence
Features editor
Physics students have the
opportunity to participate in
an annual physics conference
called Masterclass Videoconference. This year it was held on
Feb. 25 at 4:00 p.m. after school
in Physics teacher Michael Fetsko’s classroom.
This conference was held
between Godwin and two other high schools: Irondale High
School in Minneapolis, Minnesota and Medford High School in
Medford, Massachusetts.
Masterclass Videoconference
focuses on particle physics and
understanding their behavior in
nature.
“The students, during the video conference, presented their
findings and then discussed the
significance of what they discov-

ered,” said Fetsko.
Fetsko started studying particle physics in a workshop during
the summer of 2000 at Boston
University. Many professors
gave lectures on topics related
to particle physics.
After the workshop, he continued working with the QuarkNet
program and started teaching
the material he learned to his
students.
“My students really enjoyed it
and I have continued to teach it
to my classes ever since,” said
Fetsko.
As a result of the QuarkNet
program, Fetsko traveled all
over the United States presenting to other high school teachers
and working with high school
students.
In the summer of 2012, he
had the opportunity to travel

China to teach particle physics
to students in Beijing.
“I enjoy teaching particle
physics to my students so that
they are able to get a sense of
what they could study if they pursued a physics major in college,”
said Fetsko.
Summer Blot, class of 2008,
was again featured in this conference for her post-doctorate
work in particle physics in Berlin,
Germany.
Blot attended the University
of Chicago and received her
bachelor’s degree in physics.
She recently completed her PhD
in particle physics at the University of Manchester in England.
She is currently working on a
project that involves researching
particles called neutrinos. Neutrinos are a subatomic particle
with a mass close to zero that

rarely reacts with normal matter.
She shared her information and
her studies via video-chat in the
conference.
“They were modeling what
happens in particle physics
research facilities around the
world,” said Fetsko.
The conference was open
to any student willing to donate
three hours of their time to learning more about particle physics.
“During the day, the students
at their respective high schools
analyzed particle physics events
from the ATLAS detector that
was part of the Large Hadron
Collider at CERN in Geneva,
Switzerland,” said Fetsko.
The conference allowed students to study the different
properties and rules inside
these particles that is known to
respected physicists.

Yara Ibrahim
J-1 correspondent
Sports are a large part of
many people’s lives as most
children play a sport throughout their youth. However, most
of these students play more
common sports such as soccer,
basketball, or tennis.
Senior Cait Murray participates in the activity of rowing.
She started rowing her junior
year and hopes to continue in
college and beyond.
Murray said she became
interested in rowing at ACAC, a
local gym, where she practiced
on the ergometer. She and her

mom would practice five thousand meter pieces. Later, she
joined the River City Crew.
According to Murray, the
training process for this sport
varies depending on the season.
In the fall, her races are three
miles long and the focus is more
on everyday endurance. Practices include rowing six miles,
regularly.
In the spring, the focus is “being able to have a higher intensity for a shorter period of time.”
Races are six minutes instead of
20 minutes, and weight training
is involved in practices.
Murray said, “Rowing is really

intense but calming at the same
time.”
She uses it as a way to clear
her head.
Instead of focusing on other
aspects of life, she only has to
focus on her piece and winning
the race.
Rowing is not only physically
intense but emotionally intense
as well according to Murray.
Murray’s emotions play off of
physical endurance. She has to
challenge herself by focusing on
the goal and pushing past her
limit instead of giving up.
Murray believes that rowing
has impacted her life because it

has made her more team-centered. Instead of only focusing
on herself, she has to “think of
the bigger picture” and realize
that other people depend on
her and she depends on other
people.
Through this sport, she has
learned the importance of team
work and helping other people
succeed over just herself.
A few colleges have contacted Murray about rowing, including St. Lawrence University in
New York. She has also spoken
to coaches at the College of
William and Mary and Virginia
Commonwealth University.

Ben Manspile
Front editor
For those unfamiliar, Zaxby’s
is a franchised restaurant chain
that specializes in chicken and
it predominantly operates in the
southeastern United States. It
was founded 25 years ago in the
state of Georgia by Zach McLeroy and Tony Townley.
On Feb. 8, a Zaxby’s was
opened in Henrico County off of
Broad Street.
The first 100 customers that
purchased a meal after enduring
an extensive line received one
free menu item per week for a
year. The coupon can only be redeemed at the specific Zaxby’s
location on Broad Street.
Godwin seniors Zach Appel
and Charles Reiter were among
many people that attended the

grand opening and received the
reward.
“It was a dream come true,”
said Appel. “I’ve always been
a fan of the restaurant and I
couldn’t pass up on the opportunity.”
Although the line of dedicated
people stretched outside, Appel
and Reiter were able to seal
positions within the prestigious
100. According to Reiter, there
were approximately 300 people
eager to win.
“The temperature was in
the low 20s that morning,” said
Reiter. “But we fought through
the adversity and came out
victorious.”
Zaxby’s mirrors the Chickfil-A franchise due to its similar
menu options and specialty in
chicken. However, Appel and

Reiter disagree. According to
them, Chick-fli-A is flawed.
“The chicken at Zaxby’s is
significantly better,” said Appel.
“And they also give you larger
portions.”
With their reward cards in
hand, Appel and Reiter will savor
the privilege of free food and “indescribably good” chicken once
a week for the next year.
“I’m really looking forward to
eating at Zaxby’s on a weekly
basis,” said Appel. “My favorite
entree is ‘Boneless Wings and
Things’.”
Over the course of the year,
the two hope to try every available item on the menu at least
once.
“We still have a long way to
go,” said Reiter.

photo courtesy Michael Fetsko

Blot studying the principles
of partical physics.

“The students tried to identify
the particle events in order to
help them find some rules that
nature plays by. These rules
are quite well understood by the
physicists and help the actual
physicists determine if the accelerator and detectors are functioning properly,” said Fetsko.

Eagle rowing on the James
photo courtesy Cait Murray

Murray at a rowing
competition.

Two seniors win free food for a year

For more stories, go to:
godwineagles.org
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Is
the
dress
code
sexist?
“Implying that a young girl’s shoulders are inappropriate enforces the idea that a woman’s body is a sexual object.”
Rachel Panak
Features editor
Recently, there has been a lot
of controversy regarding school
dress codes. Students in Colorado, Wyoming, Kansas, and
in Florida where a 15-year-old
girl was forced to wear a neon
yellow “shame suit,” have been
told to change or leave school
because their outfits are deemed
inappropriate.
Many of these outfits deemed
inappropriate meet very strict
guidelines and would be considered appropriate in most social
situations because part of the
collarbone is showing or the skirt
is slightly higher than fingertip
length.
Dress codes vary across the
country, with some so strict as
to require girls to cover their
collarbones and wear skirts

and shorts down to their knees.
Henrico County’s dress code is
relatively strict, but individual
schools are more lenient.
While I agree that students
need a structured set of rules
to follow regarding dress, the
present version of the dress
code fails because it is so dated.
The Henrico dress code
bars clothing that reveals the
midriff while sitting or standing;
clothing that is tight, skimpy, or
with plunging necklines; clothing
that is see-through, revealing,
or resembles undergarments;
tube tops, halter-tops, halter-top
dresses, strapless dresses and
tops or dresses with spaghetti
straps. All of these banned items
are worn by girls not by boys.
When a girl is told that she
has to leave or change because
her clothing is distracting for
boys, what it sounds like is that
it is more important to provide a
distraction-free learning environment for a boy’s education and
not a girl’s education.
The focus on policing girl’s
outfits to provide a “distraction
free” environment for the male
students enforces the idea that
rather than teach boys to control themselves the girls should
change.
One problem with the dress

code is that everyone interprets
it differently. For instance, basing
appropriateness of clothing on
the length of arms is not a consistent measurement.
Most parents have their own
ideas on what is or is not appropriate to wear to school. A
teacher or administrator can decide that a pair of shorts are too
short that a parent would have
said were nice just that morning.
There are exceptions with
some people abusing a lack of a
dress code, but should all be penalized for the actions of a few?
For example, should one person
wearing inappropriate shorts
dictate that all shorts should be
fingertip length?
Another problem with the
dress code is that it is uneven
enforcement. One person gets
“dresscoded” for her shorts being too short while another gets
away with a tank top with straps
that are supposedly too thin. If
schools are going to have dress
codes, then they should be enforced consistently.
The enforcement of a dress
code sexualizes the bodies of
young women. Implying that
a young girl’s shoulders are
inappropriate enforces the idea
that a woman’s body is a sexual
object.
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The length of shorts is one of the many highly debated
topics when it comes to the school dress code.
A dress code should only dictate what is safe to wear like tennis shoes for elementary school
students, banning Heely’s to
avoid accidents, and preventing
students from wearing insulting
messages on clothing.
There needs to be a closer
look at what the dress code
dictates and adjust it to meet
realistic standards.
In the past year, Maggie
Walker Governor’s School students have come up with their
own dress code to readdress
the antiquated version. This new
dress code addresses the fact
that times have changed since
the school was founded in 1991.
The new dress code follows

laws and policies set into place,
but also includes rules regarding
yoga pants and modern clothing.
Their new dress code is more
realistic in regards to the length
of shorts, which must reach the
tip of the thumb when placed at
the sides.
This is a step in the right
direction. To change Henrico
Schools policies more, students
need to have their voices heard.
The louder the student voices
are the more likely we will have
change. As demonstrated by
Maggie Walker students, it is
true that the students have
power, but to utilize that power
we have to be informed on the
issues that affect us.
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Hot, new spring activities!
Harrison Fratkin
Business manager
Spring is not your normal
season. I will tell you that it is, as
you may you know, THE SEASON OF LOVE. Your partners
are going to be expecting some
big plans for this season so you
have to be prepared Luckily,
I have made a list of hot, new
spring activities for one to do to
ensure that the season of love is
a season of success.
1.) Use your report card to
take your significant other to a
cheap date at Bowl America.
There is no better way to
impress your significant other
than bowling a perfect game
and destroying her in a game of
bowling. I know from personal

experience that whenever you
beat your significant other in
a game, it always goes well.
Depending on your academic
achievement, the date will either
be the cheapest date of your
life or make you go bankrupt
because bowling is not cheap.
2.) Take your significant other
on a hike.
Here in Virginia we are lucky
to have such beautiful mountains. This is a risky date considering there is a chance that the
mountain is more beautiful than
your significant other. However,
if you are feeling confident then
go for it!!! Personally, I request
Humpback rock because once
you get to the top, there is a
nice place to sit and eat lunch
while looking at the beautiful
mountains. However, it is tough
because you don’t know what to
look at; the mountains or your
significant other because they
are both beautiful. You need
to make equal time for both or
else it will be an awkward car
ride home.
3.) Turkey Season is a go!
What better way to kick off a
first date then to take your significant other to the alpines to hunt

turkeys. There is nothing more
romantic then seeing a turkey be
obliterated by a pellet and that
pellet is the ticket to her heart.
4.) Balloons over Virginia
If you are someone who likes
to take risks, then a hot air balloon ride over Virginia is for you!
This hot air balloon will take you
to heights you would never have
reached on a normal day with
your significant other. However,
do not make your date mad because there is not getting off the
balloon once you are on.
5.) Getting Married
Spring is the season of
marriage. Whether you are just
getting married to keep your
significant other in the country or
actually in love, spring is the time
to make it official. Some great
places to get married are 1.)
Zaxby’s Parking lot (it’s new) 2.)
The Hospital (In case anything
bad happens) and 3.) Ruth’s
Chris (Valet Parking).
This is not a list of recommendations, this is a list of
requirements. If you do all of
these things with your significant
other, then I guarantee they will
be happy. Thank you for reading
and I will see you in alpines!
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Marriage proposals, one of the many fun spring activities

Check
online at
godwineagles.org
for more stories!
Need something fun to do during spring break?
Check out these activities around Virginia
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“The Anaconda,” one of many roller coasters at King’s
Dominion. Get season passes this spring and summer;
check their site for more details.
Find out about more
fun spring activities on
godwineagles.org
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Cherry blossom festival at Red Wing Park, featuring
Japanese art, music, and culture.
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Greatest Pranks of all Time
Iceberg Appears in
the Sydney Harbor

In April, 1978 in Australia, a local adventurer and millionaire told everyone that
he was going to bring an iceberg from
Antarctica to the Sydney Harbor. Many
people from the city came to see the
huge iceberg be towed in, only to realize
that it was a floating barge covered in
shaving cream and firefighter foam.

The First True
Internet Hoax

When the image of a shark attacking
a helicopter started to circulate the
internet in 2001 with the claim that it
was National Geographic’s “photo of
the year,” many people believed it. In
reality, it was a photoshopped image.

The Earth Loses Gravity
A rumor went around on the
internet that said at precisely
9:47am on Jan. 4, 2015 the planets
would align and everyone would
feel a “strange floating sensation”. When the time came and
no floating sensation was felt, it
became clear it was a hoax.

The Derbyshire Fairy

An image of a mummified fairy was
posted on a website in 2007 saying that
fairies are real and proof was found,
many people visited this website to bid
on the mystical creature. Someone actually bought it for $428 only to realize
it was a hoax.

Charge your Phone with
an Onion and Gatorade

In 2007 a life hack came out saying
there was a way to charge your phone
with only an onion and a glass of
Gatorade. Many frustrated internet
users tried the method to find it to
not work. It was officially busted by
MythBuster hosts, Jamie Hyneman
and Adam Savage.

Sidd Finch, Amazing
Baseball Player

Sports Illustrated wrote an article on
April 1, 1985 about a baseball star from
England who could throw a ball at
168mph with extreme accuracy, sport
fans everywhere were ecstatic, until they
got to the end of the story and realized it
was a fake
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Taco Bell buys the
Liberty Bell

In 1996, Taco Bell took out full
page ads in six major American
newspapers stating that they were
going to buy the Liberty Bell. History buffs everywhere freaked out
that the beloved monument would
no longer be in Philadelphia. Taco
Bell later stated that it was all a
prank, and the Liberty Bell would
be staying where it was.

Up-and-Coming Tennis Star
Simonya Popova, a tennis star from
Uzbekistan, was highlighted in a Sports
Illustrated article talking about how she
was an up-and-coming tennis star who
would win many tournaments only to
end it by saying “if only she existed.”

Lady Liberty Moved

In 1979, Wisconsin students said
that they would be moving The
Statue of Liberty to their campus.
Many passed them off as crazy, until
one day when the Statue was half
submerged in their lake. It was later
realized that the “statue” was made
of Styrofoam and paint, and everyone had been pranked.

Alabama Changes
the Value of Pi
On April Fool’s Day 1998, an article circulated the internet stating
that Alabama state legislature voted to change pi from its original
3.14159 to the whole number of
3.0. Mathematicians from all over
the world began to call Alabama
protesting their decision, when in
fact it was a prank.

The Loch Ness Monster
In 1934, the most famous picture of the
Loch Ness Monster, a grainy black and
white photo of a long head and neck
emerging from the lake, was admitted to
Woman Crushes Opponents be a fake by the stepson of the original
photo taker. The “monster” was made
in Boston Marathon
Rose Ruiz won the Boston Marathon with plastic, tin, and a toy submarine.
in 1980, in a recording breaking two
hours and 31 minutes and everyone
was impressed. That was, until they
realized that she had dropped out of
the race and started again with only a
half mile left, ahead of the 448 other
female runners.
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